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Functorial semi-norms on singular homology
and (in)flexible manifolds

DIARMUID CROWLEY

CLARA LÖH

A functorial semi-norm on singular homology is a collection of semi-norms on the
singular homology groups of spaces such that continuous maps between spaces
induce norm-decreasing maps in homology. Functorial semi-norms can be used
to give constraints on the possible mapping degrees of maps between oriented
manifolds.

In this paper, we use information about the degrees of maps between manifolds
to construct new functorial semi-norms with interesting properties. In particular,
we answer a question of Gromov by providing a functorial semi-norm that takes
finite positive values on homology classes of certain simply connected spaces.
Our construction relies on the existence of simply connected manifolds that are
inflexible in the sense that all their self-maps have degree −1, 0, or 1. The
existence of such manifolds was first established by Arkowitz and Lupton; we
extend their methods to produce a wide variety of such manifolds.

57N65; 55N10, 55N35, 55P62

1 Introduction

Enriching algebraic invariants with metric data is a common theme in many branches
of mathematics. Gromov introduced the concept of functorial semi-norms on singular
homology [11, Section 5.34], which are an example of this paradigm in topology.

A functorial semi-norm on singular homology consists of the addition of a semi-normed
structure to the singular homology groups with R-coefficients in such a way that
continuous maps induce linear maps on homology of norm at most 1 (Definition 2.1).
An interesting aspect is that suitable functorial semi-norms give a systematic way to
deduce degree theorems for maps between manifolds (Remark 2.6). Conversely, in the
present paper, we translate knowledge about degrees of maps between manifolds to
construct new functorial semi-norms.
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A central example of a functorial semi-norm on singular homology, studied by Gro-
mov [8], is the `1 -semi-norm given by taking the infimum of the `1 -norms of all cycles
representing a given homology class (Example 2.2). The `1 -semi-norm gives rise to
lower bounds for the minimal volume and hence leads to interesting applications in
Riemannian geometry [8]. On the other hand, using bounded cohomology, Gromov
showed that the `1 -semi-norm vanishes on classes of non-zero degree of simply con-
nected spaces [8], and later raised the question whether every functorial semi-norm on
singular homology in non-zero degree is trivial on all simply connected spaces [11,
Remark (b) in 5.35]. More precisely, we formulate this problem as follows:

Question 1.1 Let d ∈ N>0 .

(1) Does every (possibly infinite) functorial semi-norm on singular homology in
degree d take only the values 0 and∞ on homology classes of simply connected
spaces?

(2) Does every finite functorial semi-norm on singular homology in degree d vanish
on homology classes of simply connected spaces?

In this paper, we answer the first part of this question in the negative (Corollary 7.4):

Theorem 1.2 There are functorial semi-norms on singular homology that are positive
and finite on certain homology classes of simply connected spaces.

More concretely, we give examples of such functorial semi-norms in all degrees in the
set {64} ∪ {d · k | k ∈ N>0, d ∈ {108, 208, 228}} (Corollary 9.7).

On the other hand, we give a positive answer to Question 1.1(2) in low dimensions
(Section 7.2):

Theorem 1.3 All finite functorial semi-norms on singular homology in the de-
grees 1, . . . , 6 vanish on all homology clases of simply connected spaces.

The key to proving Theorem 1.2 and 1.3 is to gain an understanding of the class of
simply connected inflexible manifolds.

Definition 1.4 (Inflexible manifolds) If M and N are oriented closed connected
manifolds of the same dimension, then we write

deg(N,M) := {deg f | f : N −→ M continuous}

for the set of all possible mapping degrees for maps from N to M . An oriented closed
connected manifold M is inflexible if deg(M,M) ⊂ {−1, 0, 1}.
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The proof of Theorem 1.2 consists of two main steps:

– Generating functorial semi-norms via manifolds. Using the fact that singular
homology classes can (up to a scalar multiple) be represented by fundamental
classes of oriented closed connected manifolds (Section 3), we show how func-
torial semi-norms on fundamental classes of manifolds of a given dimension can
be extended to functorial semi-norms on singular homology (Theorem 4.2).

– Inflexible manifolds. With the help of simply connected inflexible manifolds,
we construct a functorial semi-norm on fundamental classes of manifolds that
is positive and finite on the given simply connected inflexible manifold (Corol-
lary 7.4).

Simply connected inflexible manifolds can be constructed by means of rational homo-
topy theory and surgery theory. The first examples of such manifolds were given by
Arkowitz and Lupton [2, Examples 5.1 and 5.2]; these examples have dimension 208
and 228 respectively. Using and extending the methods of Arkowitz and Lupton, we
give more examples of simply connected inflexible manifolds: For instance, we have
examples in dimension 64 (the smallest dimension known before being 208) and 108.
Starting from these basic examples, we can construct many more simply connected
inflexible manifolds:

– In general, it is not clear that connected sums and products of inflexible manifolds
are inflexible; however, in certain cases this is true (Section 9.1 and 9.2). This
provides in infinitely many dimensions infinitely many rational homotopy types
of oriented closed simply connected inflexible manifolds (Corollary 9.7).

– In addition, using scaling of the fundamental class with respect to a rational-
isation, we obtain infinitely many homotopy types of oriented closed simply
connected inflexible manifolds within the same rational homotopy type (Propo-
sition 9.8).

– Moreover, we can show that for manifolds being simply connected and inflexible
is generic in the sense that in infinitely many dimensions every rational bordism
class is represented by a simply connected inflexible manifold (Proposition 9.12).

– Also, there are simply connected inflexible smooth manifolds satisfying cer-
tain tangential structure constraints such as being stably parallelisable or non-
spinable (Section 9.3).

However, from our construction it is not clear whether the examples from Theo-
rem 1.2 are finite functorial semi-norms; so Gromov’s question remains open for finite
functorial semi-norms in degree 7 and higher. More precisely, we prove the follow-
ing proposition (Proposition 7.6) where an oriented closed connected n-manifold M
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is called strongly inflexible if for any oriented closed connected n-manifold N the
set deg(N,M) is finite (Definition 6.14):

Proposition 1.5 For d ∈ N≥4 the following statements are equivalent:

(1) There is a finite functorial semi-norm
· on Hd( · ;R) such that for some

homology class α ∈ Hd(X;R) of some simply connected space X we haveα 6= 0.

(2) There exists an oriented closed simply connected d -manifold that is strongly
inflexible.

No example of a simply connected strongly inflexible manifold seems to be known to
date: if such a manifold exists, it has dimension at least 7.

Remark 1.6 Since this paper was posted Costoya and Viruel [6] and also Amann [1]
have further extended the list of examples and constructions of simply connected
inflexible manifolds. Amann [1] has also given new examples of simply connected
flexible manifolds.

Organisation of this paper

We start by giving an introduction to functorial semi-norms (Section 2). In Section 3
we recall Thom’s result on representation of homology classes by fundamental classes
of manifolds, which is the key ingredient for generating functorial semi-norms via
functorial semi-norms for manifolds (Section 4). We discuss the relationship between
functorial semi-norms on the singular chain complex and functorial semi-norms on
singular homology in Section 5. In Section 7 we prove the Theorems 1.2 and 1.3.
The proof of Theorem 1.2 is based on the construction of simply connected inflexible
manifolds; we carefully review and extend the construction of Arkowitz and Lupton
of simply connected inflexible manifolds in Section 6, the technical aspects being
deferred to Section 8. Finally, Section 9 contains the study of inheritance properties of
being inflexible and evidence for the genericity of inflexibility in the class of simply
connected manifolds.
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2 Functorial semi-norms

Functorial semi-norms assign a notion of “size” to singular homology classes in a
functorial way (Definition 2.1).

In this paper, we use the following convention: A semi-norm on an R-vector space V
is a function

· : V −→ [0,∞] satisfying the following properties:

– We have
0
 = 0.

– For all x ∈ V and all a ∈ R \ {0}, we have
a · x

 = |a| ·
x
, where

|a| · ∞ :=∞.

– For all x , y ∈ V the triangle inequality
x + y

 ≤ x
+

y
 holds.

A semi-norm is called finite if it does not take the value ∞.

Definition 2.1 (Functorial semi-norms [11, Section 5.34]) Let d ∈ N. A functorial
semi-norm (on singular homology) in degree d consists of a choice of a semi-norm

·
on Hd(X;R) for any topological space X such that the following “functoriality” holds:
for all continuous maps f : X −→ Y between topological spaces and all α ∈ Hd(X;R)
we have Hd(f ;R)(α)

 ≤ α.
Such a functorial semi-norm is called finite, if all the semi-norms involved are finite
semi-norms.

Example 2.2 (`1 -Semi-norm) For a topological space X let | · |1 denote the `1 -norm
on the singular chain complex C∗(X;R) with respect to the (unordered) basis given
by all singular simplices: if c =

∑k
j=1 aj · σj ∈ C∗(X;R) is in reduced form, then we

define

|c|1 :=
k∑

j=1

|aj|.

This norm induces a finite semi-norm ‖ · ‖1 , the so-called `1 -semi-norm, on singular
homology as follows: for all α ∈ H∗(X;R) we set

‖α‖1 := inf{|c|1 | c ∈ C∗(X;R) is a cycle representing α}.

Looking at the definition of the homomorphisms induced by continuous maps in
singular homology, it is immediate that ‖ · ‖1 is a functorial semi-norm on singular
homology.
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An interesting topological invariant derived from the `1 -semi-norm in singular homol-
ogy is the simplicial volume, introduced by Gromov [11]: If M is an oriented closed
connected manifold, then

‖M‖ := ‖[M]R‖1 ∈ R≥0

is the simplicial volume of M , where [M]R ∈ Hdim M(M;R) denotes the R-fundamental
class of M . E.g., using self-maps of non-trivial degree, one sees that the simplicial
volume of spheres (of non-zero dimension) is zero. On the other hand, for example, the
simplicial volume of oriented closed connected hyperbolic manifolds is non-zero [8, 24,
Section 0.3, Theorem 6.2], leading to interesting applications in Riemannian geome-
try [8].

The `1 -semi-norm on singular homology can also be expressed in terms of bounded
cohomology [8, 5, p. 17, Proposition F.2.2]. Using bounded cohomology, Gromov
discovered that the `1 -semi-norm of simply connected spaces is trivial [8, 12, Sec-
tion 3.1, Theorem 2.4], and, more generally, that continuous maps that induce an
isomorphism on the level of fundamental groups induce norm-preserving maps on the
level of singular homology [8, 12, Section 3.1, Theorem 4.3].

It is tempting to analogously consider `p -norms with p > 1; however, it can be shown
that the corresponding definition then leads to the zero semi-norm on homology in
positive degrees (this follows from an argument similar to (Non-)Example 5.1)

Example 2.3 (Domination by products of surfaces) For d ∈ N, we define the
functorial semi-norm

·S in degree 2d as follows [11, Section 5.34]: Let X be a
topological space, and let α ∈ H2d(X;R). Then

αS := inf
{ k∑

j=1

|aj| · |χ(Sj)|
∣∣∣∣ k ∈ N, a1, . . . , ak ∈ R \ {0},

S1, . . . , Sk are d-fold products

of oriented closed connected surfaces,

f1 : S1 → X, . . . , fk : Sk → X continuous

with
k∑

j=1

aj · H2·d(fj;R)[Sj]R = α

}
.

In other words,
·S measures the size of homology classes in terms of products of

surfaces. In general, this functorial semi-norm is not finite [13] because not every
homology class in even degree can be represented by a product of surfaces.
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Proposition 2.4 (The surface semi-norm is the `1 -semi-norm in degree 2) Let X be
a topological space, and let α ∈ H2(X;R). Then

‖α‖1 = 2 ·
αS.

Proof This follows from a result of Barge and Ghys [4, Proposition 1.9] (notice that
their argument applies only to classes that do not need summands represented by S2 [4,
proof of Lemme 1.7]; however, we can safely ignore these summands as they do not
contribute to the `1 -semi-norm).

Question 2.5 Does the surface semi-norm vanish on homology classes (of non-zero
degree) of simply-connected spaces?

Classical arguments from algebraic topology show that this is indeed true in degrees 2
and 4 (see Proposition 4.5); however, the question is open in high degrees.

Similarly to the surface semi-norm
·S , we can also define functorial semi-norms by

looking at domination by, e.g., hyperbolic manifolds (Example 4.6).

An interesting aspect of functorial semi-norms is that suitable functorial semi-norms
give a systematic way to deduce degree theorems for maps between manifolds:

Remark 2.6 (Degree theorems) If
· is a functorial semi-norm on singular ho-

mology, then by definition we have for all continuous maps f : M −→ N of oriented
closed connected manifolds of the same dimension the estimate

| deg f | ·
[N]R

 ≤ [M]R
;

hence, if
[N]R

 6= 0, then we obtain the restriction

| deg f | ≤
[M]R

[N]R


on the mapping degree. Such restrictions are particularly interesting when there are –
at least for certain classes of (Riemannian) manifolds – estimates of

[ · ]R
 in terms

of the Riemannian volume or other geometric invariants.

For example, powerful degree theorems have been obtained by the use of simplicial
volume and its variations [8, 16, Section 0.5, Section 1.2].

Conversely, in the following sections, we will translate knowledge about mapping
degrees into constructions of functorial semi-norms with specific properties.
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3 Representing homology classes by manifolds

As mentioned in the introduction, one of our main tools is to represent singular ho-
mology classes by manifolds. For the sake of completeness, we recall the following
classical result:

Theorem 3.1 Let X be a connected CW-complex, let d ∈ N and let α ∈ Hd(X;Q)
be a singular homology class.

(1) Then there exists an a ∈ Q \ {0} and an oriented closed connected d -dimen-
sional smooth manifold M together with a continuous map f : M −→ X such
that

a · Hd(f ;Q)[M]Q = α,

where [M]Q ∈ Hd(M;Q) is the rational fundamental class of M .

(2) If X is homotopy equivalent to a CW-complex with finite 2-skeleton and d ≥ 4,
then there exists an a ∈ Q\{0} and an oriented closed connected d -dimensional
manifold M together with a continuous map f : M −→ X such that

a · Hd(f ;Q)[M]Q = α

and such that in addition π1(f ) : π1(M) −→ π1(X) is an isomorphism.

Proof The first part is a classical result by Thom [23].

For the second statement, we apply surgery theory as in [14]. Using the notation of
loc. cit., let B := X × BSO where BSO is the classifying space of the stable special
orthogonal group and let B −→ BO be the fibration given by projection to BSO and
the canonical covering BSO −→ BO.

Given an oriented closed connected smooth manifold ν̄ : M −→ BSO and a map
f : M −→ X , we obtain the B-manifold f × ν̄ : M −→ X × BSO = B. Hence, there is
an oriented bordism F : W −→ X over X from f : M −→ X to a map g : N −→ X such
that g is a 2-equivalence [14, Proposition 4]; in particular, g induces an isomorphism
on fundamental groups. A straightforward computation in singular homology shows
that

H∗(g;Q)[N]Q = H∗(f ;Q)[M]Q − H∗(F;Q)[∂W]Q = H∗(f ;Q)[M]Q;

choosing f as provided by part (1) finishes the proof.
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We next extend Theorem 3.1 to general path-connected spaces and to homology
classes in H∗( · ;R) which lie in the image of the change of coefficients homomor-
phism H∗( · ;Q) −→ H∗( · ;R). Such classes are called rational, and by the universal
coefficients theorem, every class in H∗( · ;R) is a finite R-linear combination of rational
classes.

Corollary 3.2 Let X be a path-connected topological space, let d ∈ N, and let
α ∈ Hd(X;R) be rational.

(1) Then there is an a ∈ Q \ {0} and an oriented closed connected smooth d -mani-
fold M and a continuous map f : M −→ X such that a · Hd(f ;R)[M]R = α ,
where [M]R ∈ Hd(M;R) is the real fundamental class of M .

(2) If X is simply connected and d ≥ 4, then there is an a ∈ Q \ {0}, an oriented
closed simply connected smooth d -manifold M , and a continuous map f : M −→
X with a · Hd(f ;R)[M]R = α .

Proof Out of the combinatorial data of a singular cycle in Cd(X;R) representing α

we can construct a connected finite CW-complex X′ , a rational homology class α′ ∈
Hd(X′;R) and a continuous map f ′ : X′ −→ X such that Hd(f ′;R)(α′) = α; if X is
simply connected, then we can also assume that X′ is simply connected. Now the claim
easily follows from the universal coefficient theorem and the previous theorem.

4 Generating functorial semi-norms via special spaces

Every functorial semi-norm on singular homology induces by restriction a functorial
semi-norm on the top homology of oriented closed connected manifolds. Conversely,
examples of functorial semi-norms on singular homology can be generated by extending
functorial semi-norms on the top homology of oriented closed connected manifolds (of
a given dimension):

Definition 4.1 (Associated semi-norm) Let d ∈ N, let Mfdd denote the class of all
oriented closed connected d -manifolds, and let S ⊂ Mfdd be a subclass.

– A functorial semi-norm on fundamental classes of oriented closed connected
d-manifolds in S , or briefly a functorial S-semi-norm, is a map v : S −→ [0,∞]
such that

| deg f | · v(N) ≤ v(M)
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holds for all continuous maps f : M −→ N with N , M ∈ S .
If S = Mfdd , then we call such a v a functorial semi-norm on fundamental
classes of oriented closed connected d-manifolds, briefly a functorial Mfdd -
semi-norm.

– Let v be an S-functorial semi-norm. The associated semi-norm
· on singular

homology in degree d is defined as follows: For a topological space X and a
homology class α ∈ Hd(X;R) we set

α := inf
{ k∑

j=1

|aj| · v(Mj)
∣∣∣∣ k ∈ N, a1, . . . , ak ∈ R \ {0},

M1, . . . ,Mk ∈ S,

f1 : M1 → X, . . . , fk : Mk → X continuous

with
k∑

j=1

aj · Hd(fj;R)[Mj]R = α

}
;

we use the conventions r · ∞ :=∞ for all r ∈ R>0 and inf ∅ :=∞.

Theorem 4.2 (Generating functorial semi-norms) Let d ∈ N, let S ⊂ Mfdd be
a subclass, and let

· be the semi-norm associated with a functorial semi-norm
v : S −→ [0,∞] on fundamental classes of oriented closed connected d -manifolds
in S (see Definition 4.1).

(1) Then
· is a functorial semi-norm on singular homology in degree d , and for

all oriented closed connected d -manifolds M in S we have[M]R
 = v(M).

(2) If S = Mfdd and v is finite, then so is
·.

(3) The associated semi-norm
· is maximal in the following sense: If

·′ is
a functorial semi-norm on singular homology in degree d that extends v, then·′ ≤ ·.

Proof A straightforward computation shows that
· as defined in Definition 4.1 is

indeed a functorial semi-norm in degree d . If M is an oriented closed connected d -
manifold in S , then representing [M]R by idM : M −→ M shows that

[M]R
 ≤ v(M).

On the other hand, v(M) ≤
[M]R

 as we now show. Let

[M]R =

k∑
j=1

aj · Hd(fj;R)[Mj]R =

k∑
j=1

aj · deg fj · [M]R
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be a representation of [M]R as in Definition 4.1; then 1 =
∑k

j=1 aj · deg fj and hence

v(M) ≤
k∑

j=1

|aj| · | deg fj| · v(M) ≤
k∑

j=1

|aj| · v(Mj)

by functoriality of v on S . This proves the first part.

The second part follows from the fact that every real singular homology class of
a path-connected space is an R-linear combination of rational classes, which can
– up to a non-zero factor – be represented by oriented closed connected manifolds
(Corollary 3.2).

The last part follows directly from the construction of
·, the triangle inequality, and

the definition of functoriality.

For example, the `1 -semi-norm can be viewed as the functorial semi-norm generated
by simplicial volume:

Proposition 4.3 Let d ∈ N \ {3}. Then on the category of connected finite CW-
complexes the functorial semi-norm on singular homology in degree d associated with
the simplicial volume in dimension d coincides with the `1 -semi-norm in degree d .

Proof Clearly, the statement holds in degree 0. In degree 1 the claim follows directly
from the Hurewicz theorem.

In degree 2, one has to understand the simplicial volume of surfaces and how singular
homology classes in degree 2 can be represented by surfaces: If S is an oriented closed
connected surface of genus g ≥ 1, then [8, 5, p. 9, Proposition C.4.7]

‖S‖ = 4 · g− 4 = 2 · |χ(S)|;

combining this fact with Proposition 2.4 proves the claim in degree 2.

Suppose now that the degree d is at least 4. In view of Theorem 4.2 (3), the functorial
semi-norm

· associated with the simplicial volume satisfies
· ≥ ‖ · ‖1 ; thus, it

suffices to prove the reverse inequality.

Let X be a connected finite CW-complex, and let α ∈ Hd(X;R). We can write α =∑k
j=1 aj ·αj , where α1, . . . , αk ∈ Hd(X;R) are rational and a1, . . . , an ∈ R. For n ∈ N

we let α(n) :=
∑k

j=1 a(n)
j ·αj , where (a(n)

j )n∈N is a sequence in Q that approximates aj ;
by construction, the α(n) are rational and the triangle inequality shows that

lim
n→∞

α(n) − α
 = 0 and lim

n→∞
‖α(n) − α‖1 = 0.
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Therefore, it suffices to prove
· ≤ ‖ · ‖1 for rational classes in Hd(X;R).

If α is rational, then by Theorem 3.1, there is an a ∈ R \ {0}, and a continuous
map f : M −→ X from some oriented closed connected d -manifold M such that

a · Hd(f ;R)[M]R = α

and such that in addition π1(f ) : π1(M) −→ π1(X) is an isomorphism. Applying the
mapping theorem in bounded cohomology [8, 12, Section 3.1, Theorem 4.3] (combined
with the duality principle for the `1 -semi-norm [8, Corollary on p. 17]) shows that
Hd(f ;R) : Hd(M;R) −→ Hd(X;R) is isometric with respect to the `1 -semi-norm. In
particular,

‖α‖1 = |a| · ‖[M]R‖1 = |a| · ‖M‖ ≥
α.

The surface semi-norm is also a semi-norm defined as in Defintion 4.1:

Proposition 4.4 Let d ∈ N, let S ⊂ Mfd2·d be the subclass of products of d oriented
closed connected surfaces, and let

v : S −→ [0,∞]

M 7−→ |χ(M)|.

Then v is a functorial semi-norm on fundamental classes of oriented closed connected
manifolds in S , and the functorial semi-norm on H2·d( · ;R) associated with v is the
surface semi-norm of Example 2.3.

Proof That v indeed is functorial can, for example, be seen via the simplicial volume,
the proportionality principle for simplicial volume, and the multiplicativity of the Euler
characteristic [11, 15, p. 303, Corollary 6.5].

That the semi-norm associated with v and the surface semi-norm coincide follows
directly from the definitions.

Proposition 4.5 The surface semi-norm
·S vanishes on all singular homology

classes of simply connected spaces of degree 2 or 4.

Proof Let X be a simply connected topological space, and let α ∈ H∗(X;R) be a
homology class of degree 2 or 4.

If α is of degree 2, then – because X is simply connected – we have an isomor-
phism H2(X;Z) ∼= π2(X). Hence every integral homology class in degree 2 is rep-
resented by a map from the sphere S2 . Using the universal coefficient theorem and
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the fact that S2 admits self-maps of arbitrarily large degree, it follows that the surface
semi-norm vanishes on H2(X;R).

Let α now be of degree 4. In view of the triangle inequality, we can assume without
loss of generality that α is rational. Then by Corollary 3.2 we can represent α as

a · Hd(f ;R)[M]R = α,

where M is an oriented closed simply connected 4-manifold, f : M −→ X is a continu-
ous map, and a ∈ R\{0}. Moreover, the simply connected 4-manifold M is dominated
by a product S1 × S1 × S , where S is a suitable oriented closed connected surface [13,
Proposition 7.1]. Because χ(S1 × S1 × S) = 0 it follows that

αS = 0.

Similarly to the definition of the surface semi-norm, we can also take hyperbolic
manifolds as building blocks of a functorial semi-norm:

Example 4.6 (The hyperbolic semi-norm) Let d ∈ N, let H ⊂ Mfdd be the sub-
class of all oriented closed connected smooth d -manifolds that admit a hyperbolic
Riemannian metric. Then

v : H −→ [0,∞]

M 7−→ vol(M)

is well-defined and functorial (because the volume of hyperbolic manifolds can be
expressed in terms of the simplicial volume [8, 24, Section 0.3, Theorem 6.2] and
because the simplicial volume is functorial).

We point out that it is still an open problem whether every manifold can be dominated
by a hyperbolic manifold [13, Conjecture 7.2]; so it is not known whether the functorial
semi-norm on Hd( · ;R) associated with v is finite.

Remark 4.7 (Generating functorial semi-norms via Poincaré spaces) Recall that a
Q-Poincaré space of formal dimension d is a connected CW-complex X together with
a homology class [X] ∈ Hd(X;Q), the fundamental class, such that

· ∩ [X] : H∗(X;Q) −→ H∗−d(X;Q)

is an isomorphism. In particular, one can introduce the notion of mapping degree for
continuous maps between Q-Poincaré spaces of the same formal dimension.

Similarly to Definition 4.1 and Theorem 4.2, any functorial semi-norm on the fun-
damental classes of Q-Poincaré complexes of a given dimension gives rise to an
associated functorial semi-norm on singular homology in the given degree.
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5 Functorial semi-norms (not) induced
from the singular chain complex

One source of functorial semi-norms on singular homology is the class of functorial
semi-norms on the singular chain complex: Let d ∈ N. A functorial semi-norm
on the singular chain complex in degree d consists of a choice of a semi-norm

·
on Cd(X;R) for every topological space X such that the following “functoriality” holds:
for all continuous maps f : X −→ Y between topological spaces and all c ∈ Cd(X;R)
we have Cd(f ;R)(c)

 ≤ c
.

Such a functorial semi-norm on the singular chain complex is finite if all the semi-
norms involved are finite semi-norms. For example, the `1 -norm on the chain level
(Example 2.2) is a finite functorial semi-norm on the singular chain complex.

(Non-)Example 5.1 (`p -Semi-norms) Let d ∈ N, let p ∈ (1,∞], and let | · |p be
the p-norm on Cd( · ;R) with respect to the (unordered) basis given by the set of all
singular d -simplices. Then | · |p is not a functorial semi-norm on the singular chain
complex in degree d :

We consider X := {x, y} with the discrete topology and f : X −→ X mapping both
points to x . Let c := σx + σy ∈ Cd(X;R), where σx and σy are the constant singular
d -simplices mapping to x and y respectively. Then

|Cd(f ;R)(c)|∞ = |2 · σx|∞ = 2 > 1 = |σx + σy|∞ = |c|∞,

and for p ∈ (1,∞) we obtain

|Cd(f ;R)(c)|p = |2 · σx|p = 2 > p
√

1p + 1p = |σx + σy|p = |c|p
Hence | · |p is not functorial.

Clearly, any [finite] functorial semi-norm on the singular chain complex in degree d
induces a [finite] functorial semi-norm on singular homology in degree d by taking
the infimum of the semi-norms of cycles representing a given class. Notice that being
induced from a finite functorial semi-norm on the singular chain complex is a rather
strong condition:

Proposition 5.2 Let d ∈ N and let
· be a finite functorial semi-norm on the

singular chain complex in degree d . Then· ≤ id∆d
 · ‖ · ‖1.
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Proof Let c =
∑k

j=0 aj ·σj ∈ Cd(X;R) be a singular chain (in reduced form). Viewing
id∆d : ∆d −→ ∆d as a singular d -simplex on ∆d , functoriality of

· yields

c
 ≤ k∑

j=0

|aj| ·
σj ◦ id∆d

 ≤ k∑
j=0

|aj| ·
id∆d

 =
id∆d

 · ‖c‖1,

as desired.

Corollary 5.3 In particular, because the `1 -semi-norm is trivial on simply connected
spaces [8, 12, Section 3.1, Theorem 2.4], every functorial semi-norm on singular
homology induced from a finite functorial semi-norm on the singular chain complex is
trivial on simply connected spaces.

Concerning the converse question “Which [finite] functorial semi-norms on singu-
lar homology are induced from [finite] functorial semi-norms on the singular chain
complex?”, we prove in the following:

– Every functorial semi-norm on singular homology is induced from some (in
general infinite) functorial semi-norm on the singular chain complex (Proposi-
tion 5.4);

– There exist finite functorial semi-norms on singular homology that are not in-
duced from a finite functorial semi-norm on the singular chain complex (Theo-
rem 5.7).
So, Corollary 5.3 is not strong enough to answer Gromov’s question (Ques-
tion 1.1(2)) in the positive for all finite functorial semi-norms.

Proposition 5.4 Let d ∈ N, and let
· be a functorial semi-norm on singular

homology in degree d . Then there is a functorial semi-norm | · | on the singular
chain complex in degree d inducing

·: i.e., for all topological spaces X and
all α ∈ Hd(X;R) we haveα = inf{|c| | c ∈ Cd(X;R) is a cycle representing α}.

Proof Let X be a topological space. We denote by i : Zd(X;R) −→ Cd(X;R) and
p : Zd(X;R) −→ Hd(X;R) the inclusion of the d -cycles and the projection onto the
d -th homology group respectively. We define a semi-norm | · | on Cd(X;R) by setting

| · | := i∗p∗
·,

where i∗ and p∗ are defined as follows:
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(1) Construction of p∗| · |: Let p : V −→ U be a surjective homomorphism of
R-vector spaces, and let | · | be a semi-norm on U . Then

p∗| · | : V −→ [0,∞]

x 7−→ |p(x)|

is a semi-norm on V (this is a straightforward calculation).

(2) Construction of i∗| · |: Let i : U −→ V be the inclusion of a subspace of an
R-vector space, and let | · | be a semi-norm on U . Then

i∗| · | : V −→ [0,∞]

x 7−→

{
|x| if x ∈ U,

∞ if x ∈ V \ U

is a semi-norm on V ; clearly, i∗|0| = |0| = 0, and i∗| · | is compatible with scalar
multiplication. Moreover, the triangle inequality is satisfied: Let x , y ∈ V . If
x ∈ V \ U or y ∈ V \ U , then i∗|x| = ∞ or i∗|y| = ∞, so that the triangle
inequality is trivially satisfied. The only remaining case is that x , y ∈ U , and in
this case the triangle inequality is satisfied, because | · | is a semi-norm on U .
Note that if U 6= V , then i∗| · | is infinite.

Why is | · | = i∗p∗
· functorial? Let f : X −→ Y be a continuous map and let

c ∈ Cd(X;R). If c is not a cycle, then |c| = ∞, and so |Cd(f ;R)(c)| ≤ |c|. In case c
is a cycle, then Cd(f ;R)(c) is a cycle as well and thus

|Cd(f ;R)(c)| =
[Cd(f ;R)(c)]

 =
Hd(f ;R)[c]

 ≤ [c]
 = |c|

because
· is functorial.

Moreover, | · | induces
· on homology because for all cycles c we have

[c]
 = |c|

by construction of | · |.

However, even if the given functorial semi-norm on singular homology is finite, the
corresponding functorial semi-norm on the singular chain complex provided in the
proof of Proposition 5.4 is not finite. This is not merely an artefact of this construction:
in the following we give an example of a finite functorial semi-norm on singular
homology that grows too fast (compared to the `1 -semi-norm) to be induced from a
finite functorial semi-norm on the singular chain complex.

Definition 5.5 (Degree monotonic map) A function ϕ : R≥0 −→ R≥0 that is mono-
toically growing is called degree monotonic if for all x ∈ R≥0 and all d ∈ N we
have

ϕ(d · x) ≥ d · ϕ(x).
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Proposition 5.6 Let d ∈ N and let v : Mfdd −→ R≥0 be a finite functorial semi-norm
on fundamental classes of oriented closed connected d -manifolds. If ϕ : R≥0 −→ R≥0

is a degree monotonic map, then the composition

ϕ ◦ v : Mfdd −→ R≥0

is a finite functorial semi-norm on fundamental classes of oriented closed connected
d -manifolds.

Proof For all continuous maps f : M −→ N between oriented closed connected d -
manifolds, we have v(M) ≥ | deg f | · v(N), and thus

ϕ ◦ v(M) ≥ ϕ
(
| deg f | · v(N)

)
≥ | deg f | · ϕ ◦ v(N)

by the degree monotonicity of ϕ.

Theorem 5.7 There are finite functorial semi-norms on singular homology that are
not induced from a finite functorial semi-norm on the singular chain complex.

Proof Let ϕ : R≥0 −→ R≥0 be a degree monotonic map that grows faster than
linearly in the sense that limx→∞ ϕ(x)/x = ∞; for instance, for every a ∈ R>1 the
map

R≥0 −→ R≥0

x 7−→ xa

has this property. Moreover, let d ∈ N≥2 .

We now consider the functorial semi-norm
· on singular homology in degree d

associated with the finite functorial semi-norm on fundamental classes of oriented
closed connected d -manifolds given by composing ϕ with the simplicial volume
(Proposition 5.6 and Theorem 4.2); notice that

· is finite.

Assume for a contradiction that
· were induced from a finite functorial semi-norm.

Then in view of Proposition 5.2 we would have· ≤ id∆d
 · ‖ · ‖1.(∗)

However, we now show that
· “grows too fast” to be able to satisfy this estimate.

To see this consider the properties of hyperbolic manifolds more closely: Let M be an
oriented closed connected hyperbolic d -manifold. Then the fundamental group π1(M)
of M is residually finite [20, p. 542]; so for any k ∈ N there is a subgroup Γk ⊂ π1(M)
satisfying

k ≤
[
π1(M) : Γk

]
<∞.
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For k ∈ N we let pk : Mk −→ M denote the covering associated with the inclusion Γk ⊂
π1(M); hence, Mk also is an oriented closed connected (hyperbolic) d -manifold and

| deg pk| =
[
π1(M) : Γk

]
≥ k.

Because M is hyperbolic, the simplicial volume ‖M‖ is non-zero [8, 24, Section 0.3,
Theorem 6.2]; thus, ‖Mk‖ ≥ k · ‖M‖ tends to ∞ for k→∞. By definition, ϕ grows
faster than linearly and so [Mk]R


‖[Mk]R‖1

=
ϕ(‖Mk‖)
‖Mk‖

tends to ∞ for k → ∞, contradicting the estimate in Equation (∗). Therefore, the
finite functorial semi-norm

· on singular homology is not induced from a finite
functorial semi-norm on the singular chain complex.

Question 5.8 In light of the example constructed in the proof of Theorem 5.7, it
is natural to ask for a reasonable notion of equivalence of functorial semi-norms on
singular homology or for a notion of domination of one functorial semi-norm by
another. Is the `1 -semi-norm on singular homology “maximal” among finite functorial
semi-norms on singular homology with respect to such a notion? (This should also be
compared with Proposition 7.6.)

6 (In)flexible manifolds

The constructions of interesting functorial semi-norms in Section 7.1 below require
as input simply connected manifolds that are inflexible; recall that an oriented closed
connected manifold M is inflexible if it admits only self-maps of degree 0, 1 or −1,
i.e., deg(M,M) ⊂ {−1, 0, 1}.

Remark 6.1 Looking at iterated compositions shows that an oriented closed connected
manifold M is flexible if and only if | deg(M,M)| = ∞. Conversely, the manifold M
is inflexible if and only if deg(M,M) is finite.

Remark 6.2 If a manifold is flexible, then – by functoriality – its simplicial volume
is zero. In particular, oriented closed connected hyperbolic manifolds are inflexible,
as they have non-zero simplicial volume. However, for simply connected manifolds
the simplicial volume is zero and hence the simplicial volume cannot serve as an
obstruction to flexibilty in this case.
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In this section we show how rational homotopy theory and surgery allow one to
construct examples of simply connected inflexible manifolds, building upon examples
of Arkowitz and Lupton [2] (Sections 6.1 and 6.2). We briefly discuss strongly
inflexible manifolds in Section 6.3. Finally, in Section 6.4, we discuss the class of
simply connected flexible manifolds from the viewpoint of rational homotopy theory.
To make this section more readable we have moved most of the calculations with
differential graded algebras and the proof of inheritance properties of simply connected
inflexible manifolds to the appendices Section 8 and 9.

6.1 (In)Flexibility and rational homotopy theory

We start by giving an overview of the construction of simply connected inflexible
manifolds and introducing key notations and definitions.

Rational homotopy theory provides the rationalisation functor ·Q on the category
of simply connected spaces and an equivalence of categories between the category
of simply connected rational spaces and the category of certain differential graded
algebras, the so-called minimal models. For the basic definitions in rational homotopy
theory, we refer to the book by Félix, Halperin and Thomas [7].

More concretely, if M is an oriented closed simply connected manifold, then the asso-
ciated minimal model AM is a differential graded algebra over Q whose cohomology
coincides with the rational cohomology of M ; in particular, AM has a cohomological
fundamental class [AM], namely the cohomology class of H∗(AM) ∼= H∗(M;Q) dual
to the fundamental class [M]Q of M .

Any self-map f : M −→ M induces a corresponding dga endomorphism Af : AM −→
AM ; using the cohomological fundamental class [AM] of AM we can associate a
mapping degree to Af , and this mapping degree coincides with deg(f ). In particular,
if AM is “inflexible”, as defined in Definition 6.5 below, then so is M .

Hence, it suffices to find differential graded algebras that are minimal models of simply
connected manifolds and whose cohomological fundamental class is inflexible; notice
that the latter condition is algebraic by defintion and moreover that Theorem 6.11 below
entails that this is also true of the former condition.

We now give a precise definition of inflexibility and duality in the world of differential
graded algebras:
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Definition 6.3 ((In)flexible (co)homology classes)

– A homology class α ∈ H∗(X;Q) of a topological space X is flexible if there is
a continuous map f : X −→ X such that

H∗(f ;Q)(α) = d · α

for some d ∈ Q \ {−1, 0, 1}. A homology class is called inflexible if it is not
flexible.
(In particular, an oriented closed connected manifold is inflexible if and only if
its fundamental class is inflexible).

– A cohomology class α ∈ H∗(A) of a differential graded algebra A is flexible if
there is a dga endomorphism f : A −→ A such that

H∗(f )(α) = d · α

for some d ∈ Q\{−1, 0, 1}. A cohomology class is inflexible if it is not flexible.

Definition 6.4 (Poincaré differential graded algebra) Let n ∈ N. A Poincaré differ-
ential graded algebra of formal dimension n is a simply connected differential graded
algebra A together with a cohomology class [A] ∈ Hn(A), the fundamental class,
satisfying the following conditions:

(1) For all j ∈ N>n we have Hj(A) = 0.

(2) The map

Q −→ Hn(A)

a 7−→ a · [A]

is an isomorphism.

(3) For all j ∈ {0, . . . , n}, the pairing Hj(A)×Hn−j(A) −→ Hn(A) ∼= Q (where we
use the isomorphism Hn(A) ∼= Q of the previous item) given by multiplication
identifies Hj(A) with HomQ(Hn−j(A),Q).

Definition 6.5 (Inflexible Poincaré algebra/space)

– A Poincare differential graded algebra (A, [A]) is inflexible, if its fundamental
class [A] is inflexible in the sense of Definition 6.3.

– A Q-Poincaré space (X, [X]) (see Remark 4.7 for a definition) is inflexible, if its
fundamental class [X] is inflexible in the sense of Definition 6.3.
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6.2 Simply connected inflexible manifolds

Arkowitz and Lupton gave examples of differential graded algebras that admit only
finitely many homotopy classes of dga endomorphisms [2, Examples 5.1 and 5.2].
Moreover, they showed how to prove that these differential graded algebras are minimal
models of simply connected closed manifolds. In particular, these simply connected
manifolds are inflexible.

In Section 8 we review their construction, and give two more examples of differential
graded algebras with inflexible fundamental class:

Theorem 6.6 There are inflexible Poincaré differential graded algebras (A1, [A1]),
(A2, [A2]), (A3, [A3]), (A4, [A4]) of formal dimensions 64, 108, 208, and 228 respec-
tively.

Proof This is proved in Section 8 (Corollary 8.7 and Proposition 8.10), where also
the choice of fundamental class is specified (Proposition 8.6).

In the following, we focus on the realisability of these Poincaré differential graded
algebras by simply connected manifolds (for simplicity, we consider only the case of
trivial total Pontryagin class):

Definition 6.7 (Realisability by manifolds) Suppose (A, [A]) is a Poincaré differen-
tial graded algebra of formal dimension n. We then write M

(
A, [A]

)
for the class of

all oriented closed simply connected n-manifolds M that have trivial total Pontryagin
class and that satisfy

(AM, [AM]) ∼= (A, [A]).

Theorem 6.8 (Simply connected inflexible manifolds) For the above Poincaré dgas
(A1, [A1]), . . . , (A4, [A4]) the classes M

(
A1, [A1]

)
, . . . ,M

(
A4, [A4]

)
are non-empty.

In particular, there are oriented closed simply connected inflexible manifolds of di-
mension 64, 108, 208, 228 respectively.

We now assemble the statements we need to prove Theorem 6.8. As first step, we show
that the differential graded algebras A1, . . . ,A4 are the corresponding dgas of rational
Q-Poincaré spaces:
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Proposition 6.9 (Realisibility by Q-Poincaré spaces) For the above Poincaré dgas
(A1, [A1]), . . . , (A4, [A4]) there are corresponding simply connected rational Q-Poincaré
spaces (X1, [X1]), . . . , (X4, [X4]) respectively realising these dgas as their minimal mod-
els such that the cohomology classes corresponding to the fundamental classes [Aj] are
dual to the fundamental classes [Xj]; these spaces X1, . . . ,X4 are unique up to rational
homotopy equivalence, and they have formal dimension

64, 108, 208, 228

respectively.

Proof Because the dgas A1, . . . ,A4 are Poincaré, the correspondence between ratio-
nal spaces and minimal Sullivan algebras [7, Chapter 17] shows that up to rational
homotopy equivalence there is a unique simply connected rational space that is a Q-
Poincaré space whose minimal model is A1 , A2 , A3 or A4 respectively, and whose
fundamental class corresponds to the fundamental class of the respective dga.

Moreover, there is a formula expressing the formal dimension in terms of the degrees of
the generators of an elliptic dga [7, Proposition 38.3]: The generators for our examples
along with their degrees are given in Section 8.1 and the calculation boils down to the
formal dimension

|y1|+ |y2|+ |y3|+ |z| −
(
|x1| − 1

)
−
(
|x2| − 1

)
,

and hence to the formal dimensions 64, 108, 208, and 228 respectively.

Corollary 6.10 (Inflexible Q-Poincaré spaces) In particular, the simply connected
rational Q-Poincaré spaces (X1, [X1]), . . . , (X4, [X4]) from Proposition 6.9 are inflexi-
ble.

Proof Let j ∈ {1, . . . , 4}. Assume for a contradiction that Xj is flexible. Then there
is a continuous map f : Xj −→ Xj of degree d /∈ {−1, 0, 1}. The map f induces a dga
morphism Aj −→ Aj of degree d , because Aj is a minimal model of Xj . However, this
contradicts inflexibility of the dga Aj established in Proposition 8.10.

It now remains to show that the rational Q-Poincaré spaces of Corollary 6.10 can
be realised by simply connected manifolds. To this end, we apply a foundational
theorem of Barge [3] and Sullivan [22] (a special case is Theorem 6.11 below). This
theorem gives necessary and sufficient conditions for a rational Q-Poincaré space X
to be realised by a manifold with prescribed rational Pontryagin classes; moreover the
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conditions are formulated using only the rational cohomology ring of X . Before stating
the theorem we recall some basic terminology:

Let λ : H ⊗ H −→ Q be a non-singular symmetric bilinear form over a finite dimen-
sional Q-vector space H . Recall that a Lagrangian for (H, λ) is a subspace L ⊂ H
such that λ|L×L = 0 and 2 · rank(L) = rank(H); the pair (H, λ) is called metabolic
if it admits a Lagrangian. The Witt group of Q, denoted W0(Q), is the Grothendieck
group of the monoid of isomorphism classes of non-singular symmetric bilinear forms
on finite dimensional Q-vector spaces under the operation of direct sum and modulo
the subgroup generated by differences of metabolic forms [17, I § 7].

If (X, [X]) is a Q-Poincaré space of formal dimension 4k then the cup-product followed
by evaluation on [X] defines a non-singular symmetric bilinear form (H2k(X;Q), λ[X]).
The Witt index of (X, [X]) is defined to be the equivalence class of this form in the Witt
group of Q:

τ[X] :=
[
H2k(X;Q), λ[X]

]
∈ W0(Q).

Theorem 6.11 (Realising rational Q-Poincaré spaces by manifolds [3, 22, Théorème 1,
Theorem 13.2]) Suppose that (X, [X]) is a rational Q-Poincaré complex of formal di-
mension 4k and that p∗ ∈ H4∗(X;Q) is a cohomology class with p0 = 1 ∈ H0(X;Q).
Then there is an oriented closed simply connected manifold (M, [M]) with total Pon-
tryagin class pM and a rational equivalence f : M −→ X with H4k(f ;Q)([M]Q) = [X]
and H4k(f ;Q)(pM) = p∗ if and only if the following two conditions hold:

(1) The Witt index τ[X] of (X, [X]) lies in the image of the homomorphism W0(Z) −→
W0(Q).

(2) There is an equality sign(X, [X]) = 〈L(p∗), [X]〉 where L(p∗) is the Hirzebruch
L-class evaluated at p∗ .

Proposition 6.12 (Witt index) Let j ∈ {1, . . . , 4}, and let (Xj, [Xj]) be the corre-
sponding Q-Poincaré space of Proposition 6.9 (oriented by the choice of fundamental
class in Proposition 8.6). Then (Xj, [Xj]) has trivial Witt index, i.e., τ[Xj] = 0 ∈ W0(Q).
In particular, the signature sign(Xj) of (Xj, [Xj]) equals 0.

Proof The result follows by explicit computation. For example, the intersection form
of (A1, [x16

2 ]) and hence (X1, [X1]) is computed in Proposition 8.8 where a basis for
the middle cohomology is given. With respect to this matrix, the intersection matrix
is an element of GL(4,Z) and has Lagrangian with basis {[x2w], [x2

1w]}. Similar
calculations prove the proposition for A2,A3 and A4 .
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Proof of Theorem 6.8 Let j ∈ {1, . . . , 4}, and let (Xj, [Xj]) be the simply connected
rational Q-Poincaré space provided by Proposition 6.9. In view of Proposition 6.12,
the Witt index τ[Xj] lies in the image of the homomorphism W0(Z) −→ W0(Q);
choosing p := 1 ∈ H0(Xj;Q) ⊂ H∗(Xj;Q), we obtain

sign(Xj, [Xj]) = 0 = 〈L(p), [X]〉.

Therefore, by Theorem 6.11, there exists an oriented closed simply connected mani-
fold (M, [M]) rationally equivalent to (Xj, [Xj]) with trivial Pontryagin class; because
(Aj, [Aj]) is the minimal model of (Xj, [Xj]), it follows that M ∈M

(
Aj, [Aj]

)
.

In particular, this manifold M is inflexible (using the same arguments as in the proof
of Corollary 6.10).

Remark 6.13 (Scaling the fundamental class) The results of Theorem 6.8, Proposi-
tion 6.9, Corollary 6.10, and Proposition 6.12 all hold if the fundamental classes of the
respective dgas/Poincaré complexes are scaled by any non-zero rational number. The
key point is that if λ is a non-singular symmetric bilinear form on a finite dimensional
Q-vector space that is trivial in the Witt group W0(Q) and if a ∈ Q \ {0}, then also
a · λ is trivial in the Witt group (because any Lagrangian for λ also is a Lagrangian
for a ·λ). Notice that scalars with different absolute values lead to different homotopy
types of simply connected inflexible manifolds in the same rational homotopy type
(Proposition 9.8).

Starting with the manifolds inM
(
A1, [A1]

)
, . . . ,M

(
A4, [A4]

)
we can construct many

more simply connected inflexible manifolds; a detailed discussion of these results is
deferred to Section 9.

6.3 Strongly inflexible manifolds

A manifold M is inflexible if and only if the set deg(M,M) is finite. More ambitiously
we can ask that deg(N,M) is finite for any oriented manifold N of the same dimension
as M . This leads to the notion of strongly inflexible manifolds:

Definition 6.14 (Strongly inflexible manifold) We call an oriented closed connected
d -dimensional manifold M strongly inflexible if for any oriented closed connected
d -dimensional manifold N the set deg(N,M) is finite.

Clearly, any strongly inflexible manifold is also inflexible.
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Example 6.15 The simplicial volume can be used to show that oriented closed con-
nected hyperbolic manifolds M are strongly inflexible: If N is an oriented closed
connected manifold of dimension dim M , then

| deg f | ≤ ‖N‖
‖M‖

<∞

for any map f : N −→ M ; notice that ‖M‖ > 0 as M is hyperbolic.

Unfortunately, we do not know of any simply connected manifolds that are strongly
inflexible. As in the case of inflexible manifolds, rational homotopy theory and the
examples from Section 6.2 and Section 8 could be a good starting point for seeking
strongly inflexible manifolds. However one sees that the necessary calculations, if they
are possible, would be significantly more complicated than in the case of inflexible
manifolds.

Question 6.16 Is every “random” Poincaré differential graded algebra of high formal
dimension (strongly) inflexible?

A small piece of evidence supporting a positive answer to Question 6.16 is the bordism
result in Proposition 9.12.

6.4 Flexible spaces and manifolds

Clearly, all spheres (of non-zero dimension) are flexible manifolds, and products of
oriented closed connected manifolds with flexible ones are flexible again. Further
examples of flexible manifolds and spaces can be obtained via rational homotopy
theory:

Proposition 6.17 (Simply-connected manifolds of low dimension are flexible) Ori-
ented closed simply connected formal manifolds are flexible. In particular, all oriented
closed simply connected manifolds of dimension 6 or less are flexible.

Proof Formal oriented closed simply connected manifolds admit many self-maps of
non-trivial degree [21] and so are flexible. Moreover, by a classical result in rational
homotopy theory, all oriented closed simply connected manifolds of dimension at
most 6 are formal [19, Proposition 4.6];

A natural generalisation of formality of minimal models is being pure:
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Definition 6.18 (Pure) A Sullivan algebra (
∧

V, d) is pure if V is finite dimensional
and

d|Veven = 0 and d(Vodd) ⊂
∧

Veven;

here, Veven and Vodd denote the even and the odd part respectively of the graded vector
space V .

Proposition 6.19 (Pure rational spaces are “almost flexible”) Let X be a rational
space whose minimal model is pure. Then every rational homology class of X in
positive degree is a sum of flexible homology classes.

Proof Let A = (
∧

V, d) be the minimal model of X . In view of the equivalence of
categories between the category of minimal Sullivan dgas (and homotopy classes of dga
morphisms) and the category of rational spaces (and homotopy classes of continuous
maps) it suffices to show that every cohomology class in H∗(

∧
V, d) ∼= H∗(X;Q) in

positive degree is a sum of flexible cohomology classes (as defined in Definition 6.3).

Let f :
∧

V −→
∧

V be the algebra morphism uniquely determined by the maps

Veven −→ V

x 7−→ 2|x| · x,

Vodd −→ V

y 7−→ 2|y|−1 · y.

Using the fact that (
∧

V, d) is pure, a straightforward computation shows that f is
compatible with d : On the even part, the differential vanishes, and so f ◦ d|Veven = 0 =

d ◦ f |Veven . The differential of an odd element y ∈ Vodd of V is a sum of products of
even elements of V whose degrees sum up to |y| − 1, and so

f ◦ d(y) = 2|y|−1 · dy = d ◦ f (y).

Because A is pure, there is an additional grading on A given by the word length in Vodd ;
more explicitly, A =

⊕
k∈N A[k] , where

A[k] :=
∧

Veven ⊗
∧

k Vodd

for all k ∈ N [7, p. 435]; notice that the differential d is homoegeneous of degree −1
with respect to this grading and that f (z) = 2|z|−k ·z holds for all k ∈ N and all z ∈ A[k] .

So the dga morphism f witnesses that every cohomology class in H∗(A) of non-zero
degree that can be represented by a cocycle in one of the subspaces A[k] is flexible. On
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the other hand, using the direct sum decomposition A =
⊕

k∈N A[k] and the fact that
d is homogeneous of degree −1 one can easily check that every cohomology class
in H∗(A) is a sum of cohomology classes represented by such cocycles.

Flexibility as established in Proposition 6.17 and 6.19 provides a means to prove the
vanishing of finite functorial semi-norms on certain classes (Corollary 7.7 and 7.8).
Clearly, the same methods apply whenever the minimal models allow for an approriate
grading or weight function. For simplicity, we restricted ourselves to the cases above.

7 Functorial semi-norms on simply connected spaces

In the following we discuss Gromov’s question whether all functorial semi-norms on
singular homology are trivial on simply connected spaces (Question 1.1).

Here, a key rôle is played by simply connected inflexible manifolds. Recall that an
oriented closed connected manifold M is inflexible if

deg(M,M) ⊂ {−1, 0, 1}.

We start with a construction of a functorial semi-norm that is not trivial on all simply
connected spaces (Section 7.1); on the other hand, we show in Section 7.2 that the finite
case of Gromov’s question can be answered affirmatively in all dimensions d ≤ 6.

7.1 Functorial semi-norms that are non-trivial on certain simply con-
nected spaces

Using the construction from Section 4 and simply connected inflexible manifolds, we
obtain a (possibly infinite) functorial semi-norm that is non-trivial on simply connected
spaces:

Recall that an oriented closed connected manifold N is said to dominate an oriented
closed connected manifold M of the same dimension if there exists a continuous
map N −→ M of non-zero degree.

Definition 7.1 (Domination Mfdd -semi-norm associated with a d -manifold) Let
M be an oriented closed connected d -manifold. Then the domination Mfdd -semi-
norm vM : Mfdd −→ [0,∞] associated with M is defined by

vM(N) := sup{|d| | d ∈ deg(N,M)}
= sup{| deg f | | f : N −→ M continuous} ∈ [0,∞]

for all N ∈ Mfdd .
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Proposition 7.2 If M is an oriented closed connected d -manifold, then the domination
Mfdd -semi-norm vM is functorial.

Proof This follows from the definition of the domination semi-norm and multiplica-
tivity of the mapping degree.

Definition 7.3 (Domination semi-norm associated with a d -manifold) Let M be an
oriented closed connected d -manifold. Then the domination semi-norm

·M on
singular homology of degree d is the semi-norm on singular homology in degree d
associated with vM (see Definition 4.1). By Proposition 7.2 and Theorem 4.2,

·M is
a functorial semi-norm on Hd( · ;R).

Corollary 7.4 If M is a simply connected closed inflexible manifold, then the domi-
nation semi-norm

·M is not zero or infinite on all simply connected spaces. Hence
there are functorial semi-norms on singular homology that are not zero or infinite on
all simply connected spaces.

Proof Let M be a simply connected closed inflexible manifold; such a manifold
exists by Theorem 6.8 – we can even find such manifolds in infinitely many different
dimensions (Corollary 9.7). By Theorem 4.2 (1) we have[M]R

M = vM(M) = 1 6∈ {0,∞}.

Here, [M]R is of course the R-fundamental class of the simply connected closed
manifold M . We give a graphical description of the domination semi-norm associated
to M in Figure 1.

Remark 7.5 We do not know whether the functorial semi-norms constructed in Corol-
lary 7.4 are finite. If M is a an oriented closed connected d -manifold then by construc-
tion the domination Mfdd -semi-norm vM is finite if and only if M is strongly inflexible.
It then follows by Theorem 4.2 (2) and the definitions that the associated functorial
semi-norm

·M is finite if and only if M is strongly inflexible. The existence of
simply-connected strongly inflexible manifolds remains open at the time of writing.

As we do not know of any simply connected strongly inflexible manifold, Gromov’s
question (Question 1.1(2)) remains open for finite functorial semi-norms on singular
homology.
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sup
d∈deg(N,M)

|d|strictly dominating M

0strictly dominated by M

1“equivalent” to M 0 incomparable with M

Figure 1: Schematic construction of vM in the proof of Corollary 7.4; the arrows indicate where
maps of non-zero degree can exist, the dashed arrow indicates that only maps of degree −1, 0, 1
can exist.

7.2 Partial results on finite functorial semi-norms on simply connected
spaces

In view of the Hurewicz theorem, all finite functorial semi-norms in degree 1, 2 or 3
vanish on simply connected spaces: any integral homology class of degree 1, 2 or 3
of a simply connected space can be represented by a sphere.

Proposition 7.6 For d ∈ N≥4 the following statements are equivalent:

(1) There is a finite functorial semi-norm
· on Hd( · ;R) such that for some

homology class α ∈ Hd(X;R) of some simply connected space X we haveα 6= 0.

(2) There exists an oriented closed simply connected d -manifold that is strongly
inflexible.

Proof First, let us assume that the first statement holds. Without loss of generality
we may assume that X is path-connected and (in view of the triangle inequality) that
α is rational. By Corollary 3.2 we can write α = a · Hd(f ;R)[M]R , where M is some
oriented closed simply connected d -manifold, f : M −→ X is a continuous map, and
a ∈ R \ {0}. We now show that the manifold M is strongly inflexible: Because

·
is finite and functorial, we obtain

∞ >
[M]R

 ≥ 1
|a|
· |α| > 0.

If N is an oriented closed connected d -manifold, then for all continuous maps g : N −→
M it follows that

| deg(g)| ≤
[N]R

[M]R
 <∞.
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Hence, deg(N,M) is finite, and so M is strongly inflexible.

Conversely, if there exists an oriented closed simply connected strongly inflexible
d -manifold M , we consider the functorial semi-norm

· associated with the dom-
ination semi-norm vM for M (see Section 7.1). Because M is strongly inflexible, vM

is finite. So by Theorem 4.2, also
· is finite, and

[M]R
 = vM(M) = 1 6∈

{0,∞}.

Corollary 7.7 (Degrees 4, 5, and 6) All finite functorial semi-norms in degree 4, 5,
and 6 vanish on simply connected spaces.

Proof All oriented closed connected simply connected manifolds of dimension at
most 6 are flexible (Proposition 6.17), and so cannot be strongly inflexible. Hence, the
claim follows by applying Proposition 7.6.

Because finite functorial semi-norms vanish on flexible homology classes, we obtain:

Corollary 7.8 Let X be a rational space whose minimal model is pure. Then every
finite functorial semi-norm vanishes on every homology class of X in positive degree.

Proof This is a direct consequence of the fact that rational spaces with pure minimal
model are almost flexible (Proposition 6.19).

Moreover, it follows from Gaifullin’s work [10] that finite functorial semi-norms which
are multiplicative with respect to finite coverings are trivial on simply connected spaces:

Definition 7.9 (URC-manifold [9, p. 1747]) Let d ∈ N. An oriented closed con-
nected d -manifold M is a URC-manifold (Universal Realisation of Cycles), if for every
topological space X and every α ∈ Hd(X;Z), there is a finite sheeted covering M of
M , a map f : M −→ X , and k ∈ Z \ {0} such that

Hd(f ;Z)
(
[M]
)

= k · α ∈ Hd(X;Z).

Gaifullin proved that there are many URC-manifolds in each dimension [9, Theo-
rem 1.3]. Clearly, any URC-manifold of dimension at least 2 is strongly inflexible
and has non-zero simplicial volume, because its finite coverings dominate hyperbolic
manifolds, which are strongly inflexible (Example 6.15).
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Example 7.10 (Functorial semi-norms associated with coverings of URC-manifolds)
Let d ∈ N, let M be an oriented closed connected URC-manifold of dimension d , and
let S ⊂ Mfdd be the subclass of all finite connected covering spaces of M . Then vM|S
is a functorial semi-norm on S . If d ≥ 2, then M is strongly inflexible, and so vM|S is
a finite functorial semi-norm on S with vM|S(M) = 1. More explicitly, multiplicativity
under finite coverings and functoriality of simplicial volume show that

vM|S(N) =
‖N‖
‖M‖

= number of sheets of any covering N → M

holds for all N ∈ S .

Let
·c

M be the associated functorial semi-norm on Hd( · ;R); because of the URC-
property, this functorial semi-norm

·c
M is finite.

Proposition 7.11 (Multiplicative finite functorial semi-norms) Let d ∈ N and let· be a finite functorial semi-norm on Hd( · ;R) that is multiplicative with respect
to finite coverings, i.e., satisfying: For all topological spaces X , all finite cover-
ings p : Y −→ X and all α ∈ Hd(Y;R) we haveHd(p;R)(α)

 =
1
k
·
α,

where k denotes the number of sheets of p. Then there exists a constant c ∈ R≥0 such
that for all topological spaces X and all α ∈ Hd(X;R) we haveα ≤ c · ‖α‖1.

In particular,
· is trivial on simply connected spaces.

Proof Without loss of generality we may assume that d ≥ 2. Let M be an oriented
closed connected URC-manifold M in dimension d . It follows from the arguments of
Gaifullin that there is a constant a ∈ R≥0 satisfying [10, Proposition 6.2]·c

M ≤ a · ‖ · ‖1.

On the other hand, multiplicativity of
· and the construction of

·c
M (Exam-

ple 7.10) show that [N]R
 =

[M]R
 ·[N]R

c
M

holds for all N ∈ S and hence that
· ≤ [M]R

 ··c
M . Therefore,· ≤ a ·

[M]R
 · ‖ · ‖1.
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8 Appendix I: Four inflexible Poincaré dgas

This appendix is devoted to the algebraic side of inflexibility – we construct the four
inflexible Poincaré differential graded algebras used in Section 6. We explain the
construction in Section 8.1. In Section 8.2, we prove that these dgas are Poincaré dgas;
the intersection forms are computed in Section 8.3. In Section 8.4, we show that these
dgas are inflexible.

8.1 A design pattern for possibly inflexible dgas

We start by defining a collection of dgas; all of the four concrete examples below
follow the same design pattern based on two examples of Arkowitz and Lupton [2,
Example 5.1 and 5.2], which are respectively examples A3 and A4 below. We shall
construct dgas having the following properties:

– two generators x1 , x2 of even degree with trivial differential,

– four generators y1 , y2 , y3 , z of odd degree; the differential is given by

dy1 := x3
1x2

dy2 := x2
1x2

2
dy3 := x1x3

2,

and for the differential of z we choose z′ ∈
∧

(x1, x2, y1, y2, y4) in such a way
that d(y1y2y3) = xk

1 · z′ or d(y1y2y3) = xk
2 · z′ and set

dz := z′ + xk1
1 + xk2

2

with suitable exponents k , k1 , k2 ∈ N>0 .

By construction, d ◦ d(yj) = 0 for all j ∈ {1, 2, 3} and d ◦ d(z) = 0; moreover, these
dgas are finitely generated minimal dgas.

The following four examples dgas

Aj :=
(∧

(x1, x2, y1, y2, y3, z), d
)

with j ∈ {1, . . . , 4} are all of this kind:

Example 8.1 (A1 : an elliptic inflexible dga of formal dimension 64) Define the dga
A1 with generators of degrees

(|x1|, |x2|, |y1|, |y2|, |y3|, |z|) = (2, 4, 9, 11, 13, 35)
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where the differential d is given by

dx1 := 0
dx2 := 0

dy1 := x3
1x2

dy2 := x2
1x2

2
dy3 := x1x3

2

dz := x4
2y1y2 − x1x3

2y1y3 + x2
1x2

2y2y3

+ x18
1 + x9

2
= x2

2 · w + x18
1 + x9

2,

where we use the abbreviation w := x2
2y1y2−x1x2y1y3+x2

1y2y3 ; in other words x1x2w =

d(y1y2y3).

Example 8.2 (A2 : an elliptic inflexible dga of formal dimension 108) Define the
dga A2 with generators of degrees

(|x1|, |x2|, |y1|, |y2|, |y3|, |z|) = (4, 6, 17, 19, 21, 59)

where the differential d is given by

dx1 := 0
dx2 := 0

dy1 := x3
1x2

dy2 := x2
1x2

2
dy3 := x1x3

2

dz := x4
2y1y2 − x1x3

2y1y3 + x2
1x2

2y2y3

+ x15
1 + x10

2 .

Example 8.3 (A3 : an elliptic inflexible dga of formal dimension 208 [2, Exam-
ple 5.1]) Define the dga A3 with generators of degrees

(|x1|, |x2|, |y1|, |y2|, |y3|, |z|) = (8, 10, 33, 35, 37, 119)

where the differential d is given by

dx1 := 0
dx2 := 0

dy1 := x3
1x2

dy2 := x2
1x2

2
dy3 := x1x3

2

dz := x4
1x2

2y1y2 − x5
1y1y3 + x6

1y2y3

+ x15
1 + x12

2 .

Example 8.4 (A4 : an elliptic inflexible dga of formal dimension 228 [2, Exam-
ple 5.2]) Define the dga A4 with generators of degrees

(|x1|, |x2|, |y1|, |y2|, |y3|, |z|) = (10, 12, 41, 43, 45, 119)

where the differential d is given by

dx1 := 0
dx2 := 0

dy1 := x3
1x2

dy2 := x2
1x2

2
dy3 := x1x3

2

dz := x3
2y1y2 − x1x2

2y1y3 + x2
1x2y2y3

+ x12
1 + x10

2 .

We will carry out the proofs in detail only for the dga A1 defined in Example 8.1 – in
fact, this is the most complicated of the four examples and the other examples can be
treated by analogous arguments and calculations.
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8.2 The example dgas are Poincaré dgas

Recall that a minimal Sullivan algebra (
∧

V, d) is called elliptic if V and H∗(
∧

V, d)
are finite dimensional.

Proposition 8.5 (Ellipticity) The dgas A1 , A2 , A3 , and A4 are elliptic.

Proof As these dgas are finitely generated by construction, it suffices to show that
their cohomology is finite dimensional. In other words, it suffices to show that the
cohomology is generated by nilpotent classes. Because the odd degree generators are
nilpotent on the level of the dgas and because the differential is trivial on the even
degree generators, it suffices to show that the classes [x1] and [x2] are nilpotent.

We now show that [x1] and [x2] are nilpotent in H∗(A1) (the arguments for the other
example dgas are similar): By definition of d , we have

[x1]19 = [x19
1 ] =

[
x1dz− x2d(y1y2y3)− x1x9

2
]

=
[
d(x1z− x2y1y2y3 − x2y3)

]
= 0.

Therefore we obtain

[x2]18 = [x9
2] · [x9

2] =
(
[dz− x2

2w− x18
1 ]
)2

=
(
[x2

2w]− [x18
1 ]
)2

=
[
(x2

2w)2]− 2[x18
1 x2

2w] + [x1]36 = 0− 2[d(x17
1 x2y1y2y3)] + 0

= 0;

notice that w2 = 0 because every summand of w contains two of the three odd
generators y1 , y2 , y3 and y2

j = 0.

We will now select non-zero classes in the top cohomology, which will play the rôle
of fundamental classes:

Proposition 8.6 (Fundamental classes for A1 , A2 , A3 , A4 )

(1) The class [x2]16 is non-zero in H64(A1).

(2) The class [x2]18 is non-zero in H108(A2).

(3) The class [x1]26 is non-zero in H208(A3).

(4) The class [x2]19 is non-zero in H228(A4).
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Proof We give the proof only for A1 , the other cases being similar. Assume for a
contradiction that [x16

2 ] = 0 in H64(A1); hence, there is an element u of A1 of degree 63
with du = x16

2 . We can write u as

u = pz + p12y1y2z + p13y1y3z + p23y2y3z + p1y1 + p2y2 + p3y3,

where p, p12 , p13 , p23 , p1 , p2 , p3 are homogeneous polynomials in x1 , x2 .

Then

x16
2 = du = px9

2 + px18
1 + px4

2y1y2 − px1x3
2y1y3 + px2

1x2
2y2y3

+ p12d(y1y2)z + p12x9
2y1y2 + p12x18

1 y1y2 + 0

+ p13d(y1y3)z + p13x9
2y1y3 + p13x18

1 y1y3 + 0

+ p23d(y2y3)z + p23x9
2y2y3 + p23x18

1 y2y3 + 0

+ q,

where q is a homogeneous polynomial in x1 , x2 that is divisible by x1x2 ; the zeroes
at the end of the lines stem from the fact that squares of odd degree elements are zero
and each summand of w contains two of the three odd degree generators y1 , y2 , y3 .

Because A1 is freely generated by x1, . . . , z, comparing the x16
2 -coefficients on both

sides shows that p 6= 0. Moreover, comparing the z-coefficients of both sides yields

p12d(y1y2) + p13d(y1y3) + p23d(y2y3) = 0.

Comparing the coefficients of y1 , y2 , y3 in this equation gives us

−x2
1x2

2p12 = x1x3
2p13

x3
1x2p12 = x1x3

2p23

x3
1x2p13 = −x2

1x2
2p23.

Because deg p12 = 8, deg p13 = 6, and deg p23 = 4, a simple divisibility argument
shows that there is an η ∈ Q with

p13 = −η · x1x2, p23 = η · x2
1, p12 = η · x2

2.

Hence, comparing the summands of du that are divisible by y1y2 , but not by z, shows
that

0 = px4
2 + p12x9

2 + p12x18
1 = px4

2 + η · x11
2 + η · x18

1 x2
2.

Because p 6= 0, it follows that η = 0 (otherwise the last summand is not divisible
by x4

2 ). On the other hand, by an analogous argument, we obtain

0 = −px1x3
2 + p13x9

2 + p13x18
1 = −px1x3

2 − η · x1x10
2 − η · x19

1 x2,

and thus p = 0, contradicting p 6= 0. So x16
2 cannot be a coboundary.
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Corollary 8.7 (The dgas A1, . . . ,A4 are Poincaré dgas) The dgas A1, . . . ,A4 are
Poincaré dgas with the cohomology classes in Proposition 8.6 as fundamental classes.

Proof The dgas A1, . . . ,A4 are elliptic (Proposition 8.5). By a classical result in
rational homotopy theory [7, Proposition 38.3], cohomology algebras of elliptic mini-
mal Sullivan algebras are Poincaré duality algebras; clearly, any non-zero cohomology
class in the top cohomology can be chosen as fundamental class.

8.3 The intersection forms of the example dgas

Proposition 8.8 (Intersection form of A1 ) The classes [x2w], [x2
1w], [x16

1 ], and [x8
2]

form a Q-basis of H32(A1) (the middle cohomology of A1 ), and the intersection form
with respect to this basis and the fundamental class [x16

2 ] of A1 (see Proposition 8.6)
looks as follows: 

03 03 06 −17

03 03 14 05

06 14 02 01

−17 05 01 10


(The superscripts in the matrix refer to the part of the proof where the corresponding
coefficient is computed).

Proof We first show that H32(A1) is generated by [x2w], [x2
1w], [x16

1 ], and [x8
2]:

What do cocycles of degree 32 in A1 look like? Clearly, x16
1 and x8

2 are cocycles of
degree 32. All cocycles in the subalgebra

∧
(x1, x2) divisible by x1x2 are in the image

of d (by definition of dy1 , dy2 , dy3 ). Because the differential is trivial on
∧

(x1, x2),
it remains to look at cocycles of the form

u = p12y1y2 + p13y1y3 + p23y2y3,

where p12 , p13 , p23 ∈
∧

(x1, x2). If du = 0, then looking the coefficients of y1 , y2 ,
and y3 respectively in du leads to

x3
1x2p12 = x1x3

2p23

x2
1x2

2p12 = −x1x3
2p13

x3
1x2p13 = −x2

1x2
2p23;
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As deg p12 = 12, deg p13 = 10, and deg p23 = 8, a simple divisibility consideration
shows that there exist η1 , η2 ∈ Q such that

p23 = η1 · x4
1 + η2 · x2

1x2

p12 = η1 · x2
1x2

2 + η2 · x3
2

p13 = −η1 · x3
1x2 − η2 · x1x2

2;

hence, u = η1 · x2
1w + η2 · x2w. So H32(A1) indeed is generated as Q-vector space

by [x2w], [x2
1w],[x16

1 ], and [x8
2].

As next step, we determine the corresponding matrix for the intersection form with
respect to the fundamental class [x16

2 ]:

(0) Because we chose [x16
2 ] as fundamental class with respect to which the intersec-

tion form is computed, the matrix coefficient corresponding to column [x8
2] and

row [x8
2] equals 1.

(1) We have [x16
1 ] · [x8

2] = [d(x13
1 x7

2y1)] = 0.

(2) Moreover, [x16
1 ] · [x16

1 ] = [x32
1 ] = 0 as was shown in the proof of Proposition 8.5.

(3) Squares of elements of A1 of odd degree are zero, and hence w2 = 0 (because
each summand of w contains two of the three odd elements y1 , y2 , y3 ).

(4) We have (because (dz)w = 0 = ww as in the previous item)

[x16
1 ] · [x2

1w] = [(dz) · w− x9
2w− x2

2ww]

= [0− x9
2w− 0]

= −[d(x7
2z) + x16

2 + x7
2x18

1 ]

= −[x16
2 ] + [d(x15

1 x6
2y1)]

= −[x16
2 ].

(5) Moreover, [x8
2] · [x2

1w] = [d(x7
2x1y1y2y3)] = 0.

(6) Analogously, [x16
1 ] · [x2w] = [d(x15

1 y1y2y3)] = 0.

(7) Finally,

[x8
2] · [x2w] = [d(x7

2z)− x18
1 x7

2 − x16
2 ]

= [−d(x15
1 x6

2y1)− x16
2 ]

= −[x16
2 ].

Moreover, from the shape of this matrix we can easily deduce that the elements [x2w],
[x2

1w],[x16
1 ], and [x8

2] are linearly independent over Q.
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Remark 8.9 (Intersection form of A2 , A3 , A4 ) Similarly to the previous proposition
one can show that:

– The classes [x3
2y1y2 − x1x2

2y1y3 + x2
1x2y2y3], [x2]8 form a Q-basis of the middle

cohomology H54(A2) of A2 . The intersection form of A2 with respect to this
basis and the fundamental class [x2]18 of A2 is(

0 −1
−1 1

)
.

– The classes [x2
1x2

2y1y2− x3
1x2y1y3 + x4

1y2y3], [x1]13 form a Q-basis of the middle
cohomology H104(A3) of A3 . The intersection form of A3 with respect to this
basis and the fundamental class [x1]26 is(

0 −1
−1 1

)
.

– The middle cohomology H114(A4) of A4 is zero.

8.4 The example dgas are inflexible

We now show that the four Poincaré dgas A1 , A2 , A3 , and A4 are inflexible in the sense
that there is no dga morphism whose induced homomorphism on cohomology maps
the fundamental class to a non-trivial multiple of itself.

Proposition 8.10 (Inflexibility) The dgas A1 , A2 , A3 , and A4 are inflexible.

Proof We will give the complete calculation only for the example A1 ; for the other
dgas the calculation is similar, and even a bit simpler as the degrees of the even
generators x1 and x2 are less entangled; moreover, for the dgas A3 and A4 an argument
is contained in the work of Arkowitz and Lupton [2, Examples 5.1 and 5.2].

Let f : A1 −→ A1 be a dga morphism; looking at the degrees of the generators
of A1 we see that there are constants α1 , α2 , α2,1, . . . , γ , γ1 ∈ Q and homogenous
polynomials p1 , p2 , p3 in x1 , x2 such that

f (x1) = α1 · x1

f (x2) = α2 · x2 + α2,1 · x2
1

f (y1) = β1 · y1

f (y2) = β2 · y2 + β2,1 · x1y1

f (y3) = β3 · y3 + β3,1 · x2
1y1 + β3,2 · x2y1 + β3,3 · x1y2

f (z) = γ · z + γ1 · x1y1y2y3 + p1y2 + p2y2 + p3y3.
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Using that f as a dga morphism is compatible with the differential d of A1 and that
A1 is freely generated by x1, . . . , z, we deduce constraints on the coefficients α1, . . . .
Notice that because we chose [x16

2 ] as fundamental class of A1 , we can read off the
“degree” of f from the coefficient α2 , and it suffices to show that α2 ∈ {−1, 0, 1}.

(1) Comparing the coefficients for f ◦ d(y1) and d ◦ f (y1), we obtain

β1 = α3
1α2

and α3
1α2,1 = 0. In particular, α1 = 0 or α2,1 = 0.

(2) Comparing the coefficients for f ◦ d(y2) and d ◦ f (y2), we obtain in addition that

β2 = α2
1α

2
2.

(3) Moreover, we have

f ◦ d(z) = α18
1 · x18

1 + (α2 · x2 + α2,1 · x2
1)9 + α4

2β1β2 · x4
2y1y2 + q,

d ◦ f (z) = γ · x18
1 + γ · x9

2 + γ · d(x2w) + γ1 · d(x1y1y2y3),

where q ∈ (x1x2) · A1 . Comparing the coefficients of these elements shows that

α18
1 + α9

2,1 = γ = α9
2.

Because γ · d(x2w) + γ1 · d(x1y1y2y3) and q are divisible by x1x2 , it follows that

γ = α4
2β1β2 = α7

2α
5
1

(in the second equation we used the results from Steps 1 and 2).

In view of Step 1 we can assume that α1 = 0 or α2,1 = 0. If α1 = 0, then also
α9

2 = γ = α7
2α

5
1 = 0 by Step 3. On the other hand, if α1 6= 0 and α2,1 = 0, then

α18
1 = γ = α9

2 and α7
2α

5
1 = γ = α9

2

by Step 3. Now a small computation shows that α2 = 1. Hence, A1 is inflexible.

9 Appendix II: more inflexible dgas and manifolds

In this appendix we produce more examples of inflexible manifolds from the basic
examples of Section 6 and 8: Using connected sums and products, we obtain in
infinitely many dimensions infinitely many homotopy types of oriented closed simply
connected inflexible manifolds (Section 9.1 and Section 9.2). Moreover, we show that
inflexibility is “generic” in the sense that in infinitely many dimensions, every oriented
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bordism class can be rationally represented by a simply connected inflexible manifold
(Section 9.3).

Recall that if (A, [A]) is a Poincaré dga (Definition 6.4) then M
(
A, [A]

)
denotes the

class of all oriented closed simply connected manifolds that have trivial total Pontryagin
class and realise this rational data (Definiiton 6.7).

9.1 Inflexible connected sums

In general, it is not clear that connected sums of inflexible manifolds are inflexible;
however, in certain cases inflexibility is preserved under connected sums:

Theorem 9.1 (Inflexible connected sums) Let M be an oriented closed simply con-
nected n-manifold with inflexible minimal model and πn−1(M)⊗Q = 0. Suppose that
N1, . . . ,Nr are oriented closed simply connected n-manifolds such that deg(Nj,Q,MQ)
is finite for each j ∈ {1, . . . , r}. Then the iterated connected sum

M # N1 # · · · # Nr

is inflexible. In particular, for all r ∈ N the r-fold connected sum M#r is inflexible.

The proof of this theorem relies on applying repeatedly the following lemma: Re-
call that deg(N,M) is the set of degrees of maps between oriented closed connected
manifolds N and M ; also, for subsets A, B ⊂ Z we write

A + B := {a + b | a ∈ A, b ∈ B} ⊂ Z.

Lemma 9.2 Let N1,N2 and M be oriented closed simply connected n-manifolds with
rationalisations N1,Q , N2,Q , and MQ . If πn−1(MQ) = 0 then

deg(N1 # N2,M) ⊂ deg(N1,Q,MQ) + deg(N2,Q,MQ) .

Proof Because rationalisation preserves rational cohomology, we have

deg(N1 # N2,M) ⊂ deg
(
(N1 # N2)Q,MQ

)
;

so it suffices to show deg((N1 # N2)Q,MQ) ⊂ deg(N1,Q,MQ) + deg(N2,Q,MQ). To this
end, we consider the cofibration sequence

(∗) Sn−1 −→ N1 # N2 −→ (N1 # N2) ∪Sn−1 Dn,

where we attach Dn along the inclusion i : Sn−1 −→ N1 #N2 where Sn−1 is the locus of
the connected sum between N1 and N2 . Clearly, the space W := ((N1 # N2) ∪Sn−1 Dn)
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is homotopic to the wedge N1 ∨ N2 : we will use this fact below. From the cofibration
sequence (∗) and its rationalisation we obtain the following commutative diagram of
exact sequences:

(∗∗) [W,M] //

·Q
��

[N1 # N2,M] //

·Q
��

[Sn−1,M]

·Q
��

[WQ,MQ] // [(N1 # N2)Q,MQ] // [Sn−1
Q ,MQ]

The lower sequence can be seen to be exact by looking at a concrete description of
Sullivan models of cell additions (up to quasi-isomorphism) [7, Diagram 13.15].

But [Sn−1
Q ,MQ] ∼= πn−1(MQ) = 0 by assumption. Thus, up to homotopy every map

from the connected sum (N1 # N2)Q −→ MQ factors through the map (N1 # N2)Q −→
WQ induced by the inclusion. We observed above that there is a homotopy equivalence
W ' N1 ∨ N2 . The characterisation of rationalisations in terms of singular homology
with integral coefficients [7, Theorems 9.3 and 9.6] together with the Mayer-Vietoris
sequence in homology show that WQ ' N1,Q ∨ N2,Q . Hence we have the equality

[WQ,MQ] = [N1,Q,MQ]× [N2,Q,MQ].

So from the commutative diagram (∗∗) above we see that there is an inclusion deg((N1 #
N2)Q,MQ)) ⊂ deg(N1,Q,MQ) + deg(N2,Q,MQ), as desired.

Proof of of Theorem 9.1 For N := M#N1#· · ·#Nr , observe that the obvious collapse
map N −→ M has degree 1 and so 1 ∈ deg(N,M). Applying Lemma 9.2 inductively
we conclude that deg(N,M) is finite, since we have assumed that the sets deg(Nj,Q,MQ)
and deg(MQ,MQ) are finite. But the monoid Map(N,N) of self maps of N acts by
pre-composition on the set Map(N,M) of maps from N to M and since 1 ∈ deg(N,M)
we see that there is an inclusion deg(N,N) ⊂ deg(N,M). Hence deg(N,N) is finite
and N is inflexible.

In order to apply Theorem 9.1 to our examples we shall need information about the
group πdim M−1(M)⊗Q for M ∈M

(
Aj, [Aj]

)
with j = {1, . . . , 4}, where A1, . . . ,A4

are the dgas from Section 8. Recall that π∗(M)⊗Q is a Q-vector space generated by
the indecomposable elements of the minimal model of M [7, Theorem 15.11]. Using
the notation of Section 8.1, it follows that

π∗(M)⊗Q ∼= Q(x1)⊕Q(x2)⊕Q(y1)⊕Q(y2)⊕Q(y3)⊕Q(z).

The degrees of the generators x1 , x2 , y1 , y2 , y3 , z for each of the Aj ’s are listed in
Section 8.1. In particular we obtain:
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Lemma 9.3 For all j ∈ {1, . . . , 4} and for all M ∈ M
(
Aj, [Aj]

)
, we have that

πn−1(M)⊗Q = 0 where n is the dimension of M .

Theorem 9.1 allows us to prove the existence of large classes of inflexible manifolds.
We do this systematically in Section 9.3 and for now present the following simple
example:

Example 9.4 Let j ∈ {1, . . . , 4}, let M ∈ M
(
Aj, [Aj]

)
, and let r ∈ N>0 . Then the

r-fold connected sum M#r is inflexible (and simply connected). Looking at the rational
cohomology ring of these manifolds shows that M#r 6' M#s , whenever r 6= s.

9.2 Inflexible products

In general, it is not clear that products of inflexible manifolds are inflexible as maps
between products of manifolds cannot necessarily be decomposed into maps on the
factors; we will show now that certain products of our basic examples of simply
connected manifolds are inflexible:

Theorem 9.5 (Inflexible products) Let j ∈ {2, 3, 4}, let M ∈ M
(
Aj, [Aj]

)
be a

manifold as in Theorem 6.8, and let k ∈ N>0 . Then the k-fold product M×k is
inflexible (and simply connected).

This result is proved in the following by carefully analysing the algebraic counterpart,
namely tensor products of the Poincaré dgas A2 , A3 , and A4 respectively: Recall that
given dgas A and B there is the tensor product dga A⊗ B [7, Example 3 on p. 47] and
that H∗(A⊗ B) ∼= H∗(A)⊗ H∗(B). In particular, if (A, [A]) and (B, [B]) are Poincaré
dgas then so is the product (A⊗ B, [A]⊗ [B]).

Proposition 9.6 For each j ∈ {2, 3, 4} and for all k ∈ N>0 the k-fold tensor product
(A⊗k

j , [Aj]⊗k) is an inflexible Poincaré dga.

Proof We shall give the proof for A3 and then state the modifications necessary for
A2 and A4 . Let us fix some notation: for an index a ∈ {1, . . . , k} let A3a denote the
a-th copy of A3 in the k-fold product A⊗k

3 . Similarly, for generators xi, yi ∈ A3 as
in Section 8.1 let xia and yia denote the copy of xi or yi in A3a . Notice that because
the fundamental class of each A3a is given by [x1a]26 the fundamental class of A⊗k

3 is
given by ⊗k

a=1[x1a]26 . Therefore, we can read off the degree of dga endomorphisms
of A⊗k

3 by looking at the situation in degree |x1| = 8.
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Now let f : A⊗k
3 −→ A⊗k

3 be a dga endomorphism of non-zero degree. Since A⊗k
3 is

Poincaré with finite dimensional cohomology it follows that f induces isomorphisms
on all cohomology groups, and so f is a dga isomorphism [7, Proposition 12.10(i)].
Thus, H8(f ) : H8(A⊗k

3 ) −→ H8(A⊗k
3 ) is a Q-linear isomorphism. By construction

of A3 , there is a canonical isomorphism (A⊗k
3 )8 ∼= H8(A⊗k

3 ), which identifies H8(f )
with f |(A⊗k

3 )8 . In particular, also f |(A⊗k
3 )k is a Q-linear isomorphism.

We shall show below that H8(f ) is represented by a signed permutation matrix with re-
spect to the obvious basis of (A⊗k

3 )8 = (A8
3)⊕k . If this holds, then, because ⊗k

a=1[x1a]26

is a fundamental class of A⊗k
3 , the dga map f has degree 1 or −1, which proves that

A×k
3 is inflexible.

In order to complete the proof it therefore remains to prove that H8(f ) is repre-
sented by a signed permutation matrix: For each b ∈ {1, . . . , k} we have the dga
projection pb : A⊗k

3 −→ A3b and the dga inclusion ib : A3b −→ A⊗k
3 . Moreover,

for a, b ∈ {1, . . . , k} we consider the dga map

fab := pa ◦ f ◦ ib : A3b −→ A3a.

Since A3a = A3 = A3b , we have by Proposition 8.10 that fab has degree 0, 1 or −1.
Because [A3] = [x1]26 and A8

3 = Q · x1 it follows that fab(x1a) = ±x1b or fab(x1a) = 0.
Thus, for all a ∈ {1, . . . , k} we obtain

f (x1a) =
k∑

b=1

εab · x1b, where εab ∈ {−1, 0, 1}.(∗)

We proceed now by contradiction: Suppose that for some a at least two of the coef-
ficients {εab | b ∈ {1, . . . , k}} are non-zero. By construction of A3 for i ∈ {10, 33}
there are identifications (A⊗k

3 )i =
⊕k

a=1 Ai
3a . We now consider the equation

df (y1a) = f (dy1a).

The left hand side is a sum of monomials of the form x3
1cx2c , which can be seen by

looking at the definition of A33
3a and of the differential on A3 (Example 8.3). However, on

the right hand side, we have f (dy1a) = f (x3
1ax2a) = f (x1a)3·f (x2a). Using the description

of f (x1a) from Equation (∗) and the fact that there are two non-zero coefficients εab

and εab′ , it follows that the right hand side contains monomials of the form ±Cbb′c ·
x2

1b · x1b′ · x2c where b 6= b′ and Cbb′c ∈ Q \ {0}. But such monomials are not present
on the left hand side, which is a contradiction. Therefore, we can conclude that for
each a ∈ {1, . . . , k} only one of the coefficients εab ∈ {−1, 0, 1} is non-zero. As
H8(f ) = f |(A⊗k

3 )8 is an isomorphism, it follows that H8(f ) indeed is represented by a
signed permutation matrix.
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For the dgas A2 and A4 the fundamental class is a power of x2 and so we repeat the
line of argument this time using (A⊗k

2 )10 = ⊕k
a=1A10

2a or (A⊗k
4 )12 = ⊕k

a=1A12
4a and the

equation dy2a = x2
1ax2

2a instead.

Notice that the above proof does not directly carry over to the case of the Poincaré
dga (A1, [x2]16) because dga endomorphisms of A1 are slightly more complicated in
degree |x2| = 4 than in the cases discussed above.

Proof of Theorem 9.5 The minimal model of M×k is the k-fold tensor product
A⊗k

j [7, Example 1 p. 248]; moreover, the fundamental class of Mk corresponds
to [Aj]⊗k ∈ A⊗k

j . Now the theorem follows because the Poincaré dga A⊗k
j is inflexible

by Proposition 9.6.

Corollary 9.7 In each of infinitely many dimensions there exist infinitely many ratio-
nal homotopy types of oriented closed simply connected inflexible manifolds.

Proof Let j ∈ {2, 3, 4}, let k ∈ N>0 , and let r ∈ N>0 . Moreover, let M ∈
M
(
Aj, [Aj]

)
. Theorem 9.5 and Theorem 9.1 (together with Lemma 9.3) show that

the oriented closed simply connected manifold (M×k)#r is inflexible. The rational
cohomology of these manifolds shows that if r 6= r′ , then (M×k)#r and (M×k)#r′ do
not have the same rational homotopy type.

9.3 Evidence for the genericity of inflexibility

In the following, we combine results of the preceding sections to exhibit large numbers
of simply connected inflexible manifolds: On the one hand, we show that there are
“many” homotopy types of simply connected inflexible manifolds, and in particular
that in many dimensions simply connected manifolds are “generic” from the point of
view of oriented rational bordism. On the other hand, we show that simply connected
inflexible manifolds exist that satisfy tangential structure constraints such as being
parallelisable or non-spinable.

One way to create many (integral) homotopy types of simply connected inflexible
manifolds out of a single inflexible Poincaré dga is to rescale the fundamental class of
the dga in question:

Proposition 9.8 (Scaling the fundamental class) Let (A, [A]) be an inflexible Poincaré
dga, and let a, a′ ∈ Q \ {0} with |a| 6= |a′|. If M ∈ M

(
A, a · [A]

)
and M′ ∈

M
(
A, a′ · [A]

)
, then M 6' M′ .
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Proof Recall that any Poincaré dga is the minimal model of some simply connected
rational Q-Poincaré space (cf. proof of Proposition 6.9); hence there is a rational
Q-Poincaré space (X, [X]) realising (A, [A]).

Let M ∈ M
(
A, a · [A]

)
and M′ ∈ M

(
A, a′ · [A]

)
; then the rationalisation of both M

and M′ coincides with X , the only difference being that the fundamental classes are
mapped to different multiples of [X]. Let ρM : M −→ MQ = X and ρM′ : M′ −→ X
be the canonical maps provided by the rationalisation construction; by definition, then

Hn(ρM;Q)[M]Q = a · [X] and Hn(ρM′ ;Q)[M′]Q = a′ · [X],

where n := dim M = dim M′ . Assume for a contradiction that there is a homotopy
equivalence f : M −→ M′ . By the universal property of rationalisation [7, Theo-
rem 9.7(ii)] there is a continuous map fQ : X −→ X with ρM′ ◦ f = fQ ◦ ρM . Hence,

deg[X] fQ · a · [X] = Hn(fQ ◦ ρM;Q)[M]Q
= Hn(ρM′ ◦ f ;Q)[M]Q = deg f · a′ · [X].

Because f is a homotopy equivalence and because X is inflexible, it follows that
| deg f | = 1 = | deg[X] fQ|. Therefore, |a| = |a′|, which is a contradiction. So
M 6' M′ .

Example 9.9 Let j ∈ {1, . . . , 4}. In view of Remark 6.13, for all scalars a ∈ Q \ {0}
the class M

(
Aj, a · [Aj]

)
is non-empty. Therefore, by the proposition above, there are

infinitely many homotopy types of oriented closed simply connected manifolds having
the rational homotopy type given by Aj ; clearly, all of these manifolds are inflexible.

Similarly, for j ∈ {2, 3, 4} and all k ∈ N>0 there are infinitely many homotopy types of
oriented closed simply connected manifolds having the rational homotopy type given
by A⊗k

j (because the corresponding Witt index is trivial as well, and so also the scalar
multiples of the fundamental class are realisable by manifolds).

For Propositions 9.10 and 9.13 below we shall need the follow lemma, which is a
refinement of a special case of the Barge-Sullivan Theorem 6.11:

Lemma 9.10 Let (X, [X]) be a Q-Poincaré space of formal dimension 4k with van-
ishing Witt index: τ[X] = 0 ∈ W0(Q). Then (X, [X]) can be realised by a stably
parallelisable oriented closed simply connected smooth manifold.

Proof The lemma follows from a little reflection upon the proof of the Barge-Sullivan
theorem (Theorem 6.11). We need to find a stable bundle ξ over the rational space X
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such that the total Pontryagin class of ξ is trivial; hence we may choose ξ to be the
trivial bundle. Since the manifold M produced by the Barge-Sullivan theorem has a
normal map

νM //

��

ξ

��

M ν̄ // X

where νM is the stable normal bundle of M , it follows that M is stably parallelisable.

Corollary 9.11 For each of the example dgas A1,A2,A3 and A4 of Section 8.1 and for
each a ∈ Q \ {0}, the class M

(
Aj, a · [Aj]

)
contains a stably parallelisable manifold.

Proof By Proposition 6.12 the Q-Poincaré spaces (Xj, a · [Xj]) realising the Poincaré
dgas (Aj, a · [Aj]) all have vanishing Witt index and so we may apply Lemma 9.10.

In light of Theorem 9.5 we introduce some notation: for j ∈ {1, . . . , 4} we write dj for
the formal dimension of Aj ; more explicitly, d1 = 64, d2 = 108, d3 = 208, d4 = 228.
Moreover, we abbreviate

D := {d1} ∪ {dj · k | k ∈ N>0, j ∈ {2, 3, 4}}
= {64} ∪ {d · k | k ∈ N>0, d ∈ {108, 208, 228}}.

In dimensions in D we will now show that simply connected inflexible manifolds are
“generic” from the point of view of rational bordism, thereby giving a first answer in
the direction of Question 6.16.

Proposition 9.12 (Inflexible manifolds and rational bordism) Let n ∈ D. Then
there is a positive integer r(n), depending upon n, such that for any oriented closed
n-manifold N the r(n)-fold disjoint union tr(n)N , equivalently the r-fold connected
sum #r(n)N , is oriented bordant to an oriented closed simply connected inflexible
manifold.

Proof Because the products of complex projective spaces form a Q-basis of the
rational bordism ring ΩSO

∗ ⊗ Q [18, Corollary 18.9] and because the torsion in ΩSO
∗

has exponent 2 [25, Corollary 1] it suffices to consider the case where N is a product
of complex projective spaces, say N =

∏m
i=1 CPni with 2 · (n1 + · · ·+ nm) = n.

By definition of D, we can write n = dj · k , with j ∈ {2, 3, 4} and k ∈ N>0 ,
or j = 1 = k . Moreover, let M ∈ M

(
Aj, [Aj]

)
; by Lemma 9.10 we may assume
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that M is stably parallelisable. Then M×k is an oriented closed simply connected
n-manifold that is inflexible (by Theorem 9.5) and stably parallelisable. In particular,
M×k is oriented null-bordant.

We now consider N′ := M×k # N . By construction, N′ is oriented bordant to N and
simply connected. It hence suffices to show that N′ is inflexible: By Lemma 9.3, we
have πn−1(M×k)⊗Q ∼= πn−1(M)×k⊗Q = 0. By definition, H2(M×k;Q) = 0 if j > 1;
in the case n = d1 = 64, there is no class x ∈ H2(M;Q) with x32 6= 0 (by definition,
H2(M;Q) ∼= Q·x1 , and [x1]32 = 0, as shown in the proof of Proposition 8.5). However,
there is a class x ∈ H2(N;Q) = H2(

∏m
i=1 CPni) such that xn/2 generates Hn(N;Q).

Therefore, deg(N,M×k) = {0}, and now applying Theorem 9.1 shows that N′ =

M×k # N is inflexible.

We saw above that there are many examples of stably parallelisable simply connected
inflexible manifolds. On the other hand it is also possible to find simply connected
inflexible manifolds with other tangential constraints. For example we have:

Proposition 9.13 (Non-spinable inflexible manifolds) For all n ∈ D there are ori-
ented closed simply connected non-spinable inflexible manifolds of dimension n.

Proof Let N = Sn−2×̃S2 be the total space of the sphere bundle of the non-trivial
rank (n − 1)-vector bundle over S2 . Then the second Stiefel-Whitney class of N
generates H2(N;Z/2) = Z/2 and N is non-spinable.

We write n = dj · k with j ∈ {2, 3, 4} and k ∈ N>0 , or j = 1 = k . Then for
all M ∈ M

(
Aj, [Aj]

)
the manifold M×k is inflexible (by Theorem 9.5) and simply

connected. So M×k # N is non-spinable (because the Stiefel-Whitney class is non-
trivial) and simply connected. We show now that M×k # N is inflexible:

As first step, we show that deg(N,M×k) = {0}: A straightforward spectral sequence
calculation shows that Hd(N;Q) = 0 for all d ∈ {4, 6, 8, 12}. On the other hand, by
construction of the Poincaré dgas A1, . . . ,A4 we have Hd(M×k;Q) 6= 0 for some d ∈
{4, 6, 8, 12}. Therefore, deg(N,M×k) = {0}.

Furthermore, from Lemma 9.3 we obtain πn−1(M×k) ⊗ Q = 0. Hence, M×k # N is
inflexible by Theorem 9.1.
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